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There are many paths to purchase for travelers today. Brand loyalists may book online directly
months in advance, while deal-seekers may subscribe to OTA newsletters to get the best
prices. While these methods contribute to many booked hotel rooms, hoteliers see an average
occupancy rate of around 65%. This means there are a lot of opportunities to attract more
guests and boost revenue.
One way to increase occupancy is to think about your last-minute travelers. Last-minute
travelers can include people who suddenly need to book a trip, such as to travel for a relative
giving birth or a business meeting, or those who simply prefer to be a bit more spontaneous.
The later category may want to begin a long road trip and drive until they feel like stopping
instead of having exact waypoints in mind, for instance. Or, they may book an impulse trip
because they saw a good deal.
Because there are so many different types of travelers, it is important to diversify your
marketing efforts to reach them in as many places as possible. We’ll dive into all the ways you
can reach last-minute travelers online and offline – all without paying commissions to OTAs and
travel agencies.
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Reach Travelers

Offline

For families planning to travel, 79% are planning an “old-fashioned road trip,” according to AAA.
When families pack up the car and hit the road, there are a number of choices ahead of them.
How do they pick where to stop for breaks, lunch, and the night?
There are a number of techniques to market to travelers in their cars along the way including
investing in billboards, offering membership rates, and advertising in print publications.

Billboards
The purpose behind most billboard advertisements is to build awareness around a business,
and not necessarily to convert buyers on the first time someone sees your billboard. Because
of this, it can be difficult to track the ROI of billboards. You will have an idea of the number of
impressions the billboard will have based on traffic, but billboard conversions are not usually
inquired about or tracked by businesses.
For highway hotels, you have about two seconds to make someone aware of your hotel, tell
them where to find you, and give them a reason to book (such as by sharing current rates or
perks like free breakfast). You also will only be able to convert people who are at exactly the
right point in their journey where they’re ready to stop for the night.
The cost of billboard advertising on a highway is around $1,500-2000 per 4-week period, plus
an additional $500 per period if you want your billboard lit (which is a good idea for attracting
guests at night). In addition, you’ll have another $1,000 of upfront costs in design work and
production of the sign. That means that for the cost to pay off, you’ll need to attract at least one
guest per night per billboard.
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REACH TRAVELERS OFFLINE

Membership & Loyalty Programs
By partnering with organizations like AAA or an employee perk program, you can increase
bookings from budget-minded travelers who rely on these memberships to tell them about great
options when they’re short on time. These programs work as word-of-mouth; travelers know they
can drop into any hotel with brand names they’re familiar with and ask for the special rates.
Memberships and loyalty programs are a smart way to give an even better deal to your guests
without worrying about rate parity. Because the rates are not publicly available, you can
offer deals for less than the prices set on OTA websites but without paying out commissions.
However, they aren’t a foolproof way of bringing in traffic.
While 54% of U.S. leisure travelers and 62% os U.S. business travelers are members of hotel
loyalty programs, only 38% are satisfied with the program. And, those in entry-level loyalty
programs are not likely to actually show hotels loyalty. Phocuswright found that more than three
quarters of entry loyalty program members are likely to “cheat” for a better deal. Even elitestatus members would cheat on their loyalty program half of the time for a cheaper price. While
loyalty programs and memberships can help drive walk-ins based on brand recognition alone,
it’s not the most reliable way to fill beds.

HotelCoupons Guides
Print HotelCoupons guides can be found at rest areas, restaurants, and state welcome centers
across the U.S. These guides include coupons for hotels, organized by highway. That way,
wherever travelers are along their route, they can find a hotel at the price they want to pay.
When using a HotelCoupon, a traveler just walks into a
hotel with their coupon and asks for the rate. The traveler
saves money, because the rate is discounted, and the
hotel gains a customer they wouldn’t have had. Plus, there
are no commissions or fees for the hotelier to pay out.
Coupons have more trackable ROI than other offline
means of attracting guests. In addition to tracking the
redeemed coupons, HotelCoupons also includes call
tracking so the hotelier can see how many calls came in
from the coupon, find out how many bookings converted
over the phone, and listen in to hear how their front desk
agent handled the calls that didn’t book.
With lower costs than billboards and more trackable
return than membership programs, HotelCoupons offer
an effective way to reach last-minute travelers offline.
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Reach Travelers

ONline

Increasingly, people are turning to their phones when they need to do something in the
moment. Mobile allows people to make last-minute choices. Of people who search on their
phone, 76% visit a physical place within 24 hours, and 28% of those searchers make a purchase.
Last-minute travelers are getting more comfortable booking their hotel rooms on mobile, too.
In fact, 85% of hotel searches relate to “today” or “tomorrow” happen on a smartphone. You can
attract more last-minute bookings by improving your mobile presence.

Search Engine Optimization
As searchers move to using their phones to research, they’re relying on their device to know their
location and give the best suggestions. In 2015, “near me” searches on Google had doubled over
the previous year. But by 2017, searches without “near me” grew 150% as devices become better
at identifying location and intent. Now, people can just search “hotel” or “hotel with free breakfast”
and their search results will provide nearby hotels that they can book right away.
Booking.com noticed a rising number of customers were booking hotels on their phones
while they were already traveling. When they looked at the numbers, they found that threequarters of same-day bookings came from a mobile device. With that in mind, we know that it is
important to cater your digital presence to mobile travelers.
When building your hotel website, keep search engine optimization in mind. Tell the reader
where your hotel is located including the exact address, more implicit location markers, and other
property details they might be searching for. For example, “The [hotel name] can be found 2 miles
east of Interstate 10 Exit 19” or “Stay at the [hotel name], just 1 mile north of the Tulsa Airport.”
This will help search engines know to suggest your hotel based on what people are searching.
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REACH TRAVELERS ONLINE

Listing Management
The next step to strengthening your hotel’s presence online and helping it to appear in search
results has to do with your online listings. Because search results are delivered based on the
physical location of searchers, you need to make sure that the search engine knows where your
hotel is located. Your hotel’s information is listed online on Google, Bing, directories like the
white pages, and social media profiles.
Search engines want to give the most accurate information possible to their searchers, so they
will check that all of your listing information is consistent across websites before showing it to a
searcher. That’s where listing management comes in. A listing management system tracks how
your hotel’s name, address, and phone number is shown online and makes updates to websites
where something is wrong.
For example, if you have changed flags and Google connects your address to an Econo Lodge
on one website, but the same address is listed as a Days Inn on another website, it may not
show you to travelers because it cannot verify which is correct. Your hotel name, address, and
phone number should be exactly the same across all websites. Proactively managing your
online listings is the best way help your chances of showing up in a local search for hotels.

HotelCoupons.com & App
When travelers turn to mobile, it is important to be visible on multiple platforms and websites.
That’s why most hotels give rooms to OTAs and travel agencies. To reach travelers on mobile
without paying commission, hotels can include a digital HotelCoupons advertisement in their mix.
When travelers access HotelCoupons.com from their
mobile web browser or the HotelCoupons app, they
are provided with rates from hotels near them. Just
like with the print guides that give rates along an
interstate, someone using the HC app can use their
location to pinpoint hotels near them.
The benefit of digital HotelCoupons is that the rate
can be updated at any time either online or with
a text message. Hotels that update their rate daily
receive 55% more calls and have a 62% higher
conversion rate than those that don’t. The best way
to attract last-minute travelers is by being present
on a number of different platforms and offering
accurate rates.
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Get the Most Out of Your

Marketing Efforts
Each last-minute traveler that checks in with you has the possibility to become a repeat guest.
Whether they are a business traveler or a seasonal vacationer, many last-minute travelers will be
taking the same drive over and over again. You can become their hotel of choice along their route.

Accept the Rates
When you advertise special rates with AAA, HotelCoupons, or on your website, it is imperative that
you accept them as published. When you turn down a traveler’s requested rate, they feel deceived
by both the hotel and the organization that they found the rate through. Not only does this burn a
bridge for the traveler, who will not want to return, but they may complain online in a review. This will
deter other travelers who rely on the special rates from even thinking about staying with you.

Train Hotel Staff
One of the best ways to avoid any confusion on current rates is to train your hotel staff on
every promotion you are running, including information on how to accept rates and how to
communicate with potential guests if those rates are no longer available. Any time you add a
special package to your website or implement a group rate, alert the people who will be taking
reservations over the phone and checking in walk-ins.

Diversify Marketing Efforts
When it comes to walk-ins, you won’t always know the source of how they found you. That’s
why it’s important to implement both online and offline marketing initiatives to reach as many
types of travelers as possible. When you can, track the ROI of the programs you have running to
compare what is working best for your property and make changes as needed.
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Get the Boost
Most your
Out of Your

Occupancy
Marketing
Efforts
For assistance boosting your occupancy, contact us to learn more about our digital & offline solutions.
Contact us today at 888.855.2590 or info@travelmediagroup.com
Travel Media Group
851 Trafalgar Ct. Ste. 400E
Maitland, FL 32751
TravelMediaGroup.com
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